# U.S. Navy Reading: Checklist

## Foundational
- Guide to Maritime Strategy - Holmes
- Six Frigates - Toll
- Neptune's Inferno - Hornfischer
- Ghost Fleet - Singer
- Al Basics - Taulli
- Army of None - Scharre
- The Future of War - Freedman
- Burn-In - Singer
- Fearless-SEAL Team Six - Blehm
- One Nation Under Drones - Jackson
- Tin Can Sailors - Hornfischer
- The Fleet at Flood Tide - Hornfischer
- Dichotomy of Leadership - Willink
- Ego is the Enemy - Holiday
- How to be an Anti-Racist - Kendi
- We Can’t Talk About That at Work - Winters
- Tiny Habits - Fogg

## Advanced
- The Leaders Bookshelf - Stavridis
- Red Star Over the Pacific - Holmes
- Seapower: Guide for 21sy Century - Till
- Matterhorn - Marlantes
- Human Compatible - Russell
- New Rules of War - McFate
- The Perfect Weapon - Sanger
- Fifth Domain: Cyber - Clarke
- Fleet Tactics - Hughes
- American Naval Thinking - Haynes
- Seapower- Stavridis
- Just and Un-Just Wars - Walzer
- Military Ethics - Lucas
- Start with Why - Sinek
- A Tactical Ethic - Couch
- Character Gap - Miller
- Fed Up - Hartley
- Sexual Minorities and Politics - Pierceson

## Capstone
- Leaders Eat Last - Sinek
- Mindset: Psych of Success - Dweck
- The Infinite Game - Sinek
- What is it Like to go to War - Marlantes
- Deep Thinking: Al - Kasparov
- Genius Weapons - DelMonte
- Inevitable - Kelly
- Four Global Forces - Dobbs
- Our Robots Our Selves - Mindell
- End of Grand Strategy - Dombrowski
- The Future of Violence - Wittes
- Second Most Powerful Man - O’Brien
- Road to Character - Brooks
- The Honest Truth about Dishonesty - Arie
- No Pity - Shapiro
- The New Jim Crow - Alexander
- Fortune Favors Boldness - Costello

### MCPON: Suggested Reading

- Brave New World
- Only Women in the Room
- Starship Troopers
- Run Silent, Run Deep
- Cannonball
- Shoot the Women First
- Blink: Power of Thinking
- The Old Man’s Trail
- Descent Into Darkness
- Happiness Advantage
- The Good Shepard
- Call to Conscience
- Tragedy at Honda Point
- We Die Alone
- Duty: A Memoir
- Jonathan L. Seagull
- The Captain Class
- Class 11
- Team of Teams
- Perform Under Pressure
- Overcome